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Celebrity Series of Boston Announces
Jazz Along the Charles: A Walkable Concert
Sunday, September 23, 2018
25 jazz bands. 25 locations.
Band Applications Currently Being Accepted
March 9, 2018 Boston, MA -- On a single fall afternoon, 25 jazz ensembles will gather at a series
of connected, walkable locations along the Charles River Esplanade, interpreting the same
curated list of Boston-related tunes in one collective free concert that celebrates the great jazz
community in Boston today.
Such is the vision of Jazz Along the Charles: A Walkable Concert produced by the Celebrity Series
of Boston. On Sunday, September 23, 2018, 25 jazz bands will come together simultaneously to
interpret one curated list of Boston-related tunes, each in their own style. Ensembles of differing
sizes, representing a variety of genres, will each play an important role, creating a dynamic and
evolving jazz concert experience.
The audience will stroll along the Charles River on a two-mile loop on the Esplanade, engaging in
an aural experience that evolves as they encounter one ensemble after another. Each ensemble
will perform the same music but in many different styles, with a wide variety of instruments and
artists, thereby creating a single, large-scale performance event.
“Jazz is a core part of the Celebrity Series season programming every year and Jazz Along the
Charles will shine a spotlight on the range of local talent, creating a walkable concert experience
open to all,” said Gary Dunning, Celebrity Series President and Executive Director. “This
performance continues the commitment of the Celebrity Series to ensuring the performing arts
are a valued, lifelong, shared experience. Building off the success of Let’s Dance Boston! and
Street Pianos Boston, Jazz Along the Charles will allow us to bring a concert experience to the
Esplanade that exposes a new audience to the wonders of jazz.”
Local jazz ensembles of all styles and genres are encouraged to apply for participation in the
concert and applications are currently being accepted through April 16, 2018. Amateur,
collegiate, pre-professional and professional ensembles interested in being part of the shared

experience and community of a large-scale event are welcome. Applications will be reviewed by
a selection committee of educators, musicians and administrators.
Selected ensembles will simultaneously play two 45-minute sets, curated by composer,
saxophonist, and band leader Ken Field. Curated set lists will include songs inspired by Boston
or with a Greater Boston connection. Each group is encouraged to interpret the material in their
own way, and to choose one song at the end of each set from their own repertoire. More
information and applications are available at www.jazzalongthecharles.org
"Jazz Along the Charles will showcase both the diversity and the unity of the Boston area jazz
community, while celebrating the energy and spontaneity of improvisational music in a wide
range of styles,” said Ken Field. “All area jazz musicians are encouraged to apply for
participation in what will surely be a unique and powerful shared experience for both
performers and audiences.”
Jazz Along the Charles reinforces the Celebrity Series’ commitment to free public performance
experiences for the people of Boston. Jazz Along the Charles is part of Celebrity Series’ Arts for
All! community engagement programs, which reach thousands of individuals annually through
master classes with main stage artists in public schools and conservatories; hands-on,
interactive workshops for youth led by a core group of Boston area artists; free community
concerts in Boston neighborhoods; free and discounted tickets to Celebrity Series performances;
and large-scale, participatory public events such as Street Pianos Boston in 2013 and 2016, Le
Grand Continental in 2014, and Let’s Dance Boston! in 2015 and 2017.
Jazz Along the Charles is sponsored by Leslie & Howard Appleby, the Stephanie L. Brown
Foundation, Amy & Joshua Boger, Donna & Michael Egan, and the Barr Foundation. The concert
is produced in cooperation with the Department of Conservation and Recreation and The
Esplanade Association. For more information, visit www.jazzalongthecharles.org
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